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ABSTRACT
Project L.I.S [Listen, Identify, Save] is an integrated, intuitive and user-friendly online
platform which aims to guide upper primary (Primary 5 and 6) and lower secondary
(Secondary 1 and 2) students on how to appropriately handle situations in which
someone is having either a heat stroke, stroke, or seizure. Our website provides
students with a well-organised platform with plenty of visual aids to educate them about
these conditions and diseases, and how to assist people having such conditions and
diseases in a clear and concise manner. The visual aids provided in our website include
interactive videos and images, which help more visual learners learn better. We have
also included a printable board game in the website for students to practice and compile
what they have learnt in a fun and enjoyable manner. Our resource package also
includes pamphlets, which are presented in an easy-to-read and neat manner, making it
perfect for students to read on the go. Our pamphlets are also available to be printed on
our website, for students who want a concise version of the information in our website
near at hand.

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Rationale
Throughout primary school and even up to lower secondary, students are taught little to
nothing about conditions and diseases such as strokes and seizures. Even if some
students were previously taught the different symptoms of such diseases, the majority
of students in this age group have limited amounts of knowledge regarding these
diseases. Most websites only have lines of information, making it boring and tiresome
for users to read. It also lacks interaction in order to help users remember the details of
the disease/ condition. The majority of students in this age group know little to nothing
about these diseases due to little exposure to them, and it is important for them to have
at least some basic knowledge as these diseases can happen to anyone, anytime.
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1.2 Objectives
The objectives of Project L.I.S are to:
● teach students how to identify these conditions and diseases
● teach students the correct steps to take when encountering someone with these
conditions and diseases
● provide an interactive learning platform for students to learn how to aid people
experiencing these conditions and diseases

1.3 Target Audience
The target audience is upper primary students (Primary 5 and 6) and lower secondary
students (Secondary 1 and 2).

1.4 Resources
The resources created for this project include a website which includes interactive
videos as learning aids, a printable card game, as well as pamphlets. Our project
provides students with a easy-to-read website that encompasses video learning aids
along with clear and concise points. Furthermore, our project includes a softcopy
version of a game which can be printed out and played with friends or family. This can
help interactive learners learn better through playing the game.
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1.4.1 Website

Our website was created using google sites and allows anyone to view and find
information regarding these conditions and diseases in a precise and orderly manner.
Our home page includes a brief introduction of our project, and has headers at the top
where users can head to to learn more about the different conditions and diseases. Our
website also includes videos that serve as visual aids for our users, to help visual
learners learn better as well as provide users with a clearer understanding of how to
carry out the steps we explained in the website. The soft copy of our card game and
pamphlets are also uploaded on the website.
Our website can be found here:
https://sites.google.com/student.hci.edu.sg/projectlis/
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1.4.2 Card game

Our card game can be printed out from a softcopy which is uploaded on our website.
This card game is easy to play and still very fun and enjoyable, whilst also being
educational at the same time. These factors make it perfect for our target audience as a
form of entertainment, while helping them consolidate their knowledge about these
conditions and diseases at the same time.
1.4.3 Pamphlets

Our pamphlets contain a compact version of the information provided on our website,
and is very handy as users can print it out and keep it with them at all times. The
information in the pamphlets is presented in a clear and concise manner, such that
users would have no issue when reading it.
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2 REVIEW
Most websites are too wordy and without many visual aids. Many of them have chunks
of text that are difficult and boring to read. While some of them display their information
in point form, they do not have any pictures or videos to help the viewer understand
better.

2.1 Literature Review
Seizure
-

3.8/1000 people have seizure

-

Occurs in 3.50 per 1000 Singapore children by the age of 9 years.

Stroke
-

3.65 percent of the resident population had experienced a stroke

-

26 new stroke cases every day

-

4th most common cause of death

Heat stroke
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-

10,649 deaths worldwide

-

15% are from Singapore (1598)

2.2 Available Websites

● Other websites are very detailed
● Lack of visual aids
● Tedious to find something specifically
● No projects in HCI about stroke, heat stroke or seizure

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Needs Analysis
In our first survey, there were a total of 53 respondents regarding their knowledge of the
3 diseases, stroke, heat stroke and seizure. We sent the survey out to a few upper
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Primary classes in Henry Park Primary School and sent it to as many lower secondary
classes in HCI as we could. Most of the students did not really know the different
symptoms and how to react when one is having the disease. This feedback confirmed
the feasibility of the project.

3.2 Survey Results
Needs analysis survey (53 responses)*

● 60% of students do not know that temporary confusion is a symptom of epilepsy
● Most students only know to call the hospital
● Most students do not know how to appropriately handle someone having
epilepsy
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● Around 40% of students do not know how to identify a stroke
●

Most students only know of calling the hospital

● Some students do not know what to do when encountering someone with a
stroke
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● Around 50% of students are unaware that heat strokes can happen when a
person is not under the sun
● 50% of students do not know that lack of sweating despite heat is one of the
main symptoms of heat stroke
● Most students do not know what to do when encountering someone with a heat
stroke

*We chose these few questions as we felt they were the most representative and
relevant of our survey results

3.3 Development of Resources
Information about the diseases are collected from various reliable internet sources as
well as an expert.1 The information was then collated into the website. Based on the
information provided, we began to record videos and edit it using Videopad. We split
them into short videos which contained different information. Photographs were also
taken to provide visual support to our website. The board game is then designed based
on the interests of the students. We used Canva to create our pamphlets in order to
make it aesthetically pleasing for our users. We also presented it in a tri-fold format,
making it more compact and handy for people to bring around. Finally, all these
resources were uploaded to our Google site. The website also contains a short quiz to
test the student’s knowledge of the different diseases, which we will be using to test the
effectiveness of our learning resource.

1

Views were sought from Dr Vicky Gabriel Cheong, Resident Physician, Mt Elizabeth Novena
Hospital. The project group wishes to record its appreciation to Dr Cheong, and understands that
the views were provided in Dr Cheong’s personal capacity as a medical professional and are not
necessarily representative of the organisation that he belongs to.
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3.4 Pilot Test
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●
●
●

28% increase in the number of 4s and 5s
No 1s and only a few 2s and 3s
84% 4s and 5s

●

82% people chose excellent and good compared to previous 64%

●

94% of people chose excellent and good compared to previous 84%

● 87% of people chose excellent and good
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●
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82% of people chose yes compared to previous 28%
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We proceeded with a pilot test for our game and these are some of the comments:
● “I think it is an interactive game that can help me learn a lot of things. However,
as it is targeted to primary school students as well, there could be a better design
of the board

● “I think that it is very good that I can learn stuff while playing the game at the
same time”
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4 OUTCOME & DISCUSSION
The feedback was generally positive, and our learning resources had also been
adequately developed. However, one limitation on our project was that we were a small
scale project. We could not publish it onto app stores to make it more accessible for
everyone as such. There was also a risk of us infringing copyright policies, so we were
limited to a small amount of non-copyrighted materials to choose from. If we had more
time, we could have run more pilot tests to make our product more efficient in serving its
purpose.
Further potential work could include expounding on our current content by conducting
more research. We could have included information on a wider variety of conditions and
diseases, and provide basic information about first aid, such as the use of the AED at
HDB void decks. There could also be partnerships with schools to ensure that we can
test this resource package in helping schools educate our target audience, as well as
raise more awareness about these conditions and diseases.
Nevertheless, our project had successfully achieved our objectives and raised
awareness on these issues in our society.
5 CONCLUSION
Project L.I.S had been a challenging project to undertake as it required many hours of
rigorous work to design the website, collate the information as well as take the videos.
The whole project journey had enabled the group to develop many skills. Creativity was
crucial in designing of our resource package to make it enticing and attractive. Getting a
doctor to advise us was also difficult as he had to take time off of his busy schedule to
meet us.
In spite of these obstacles, this project was a positive learning experience for our group.
We have learnt the value of teamwork and how to compromise with each other’s needs.
When designing our resource package for our target audience, we developed the value
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of empathy as we had to step into the shoes of our target audience to design something
that was appealing to them.
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These are our references:
● Feedback image: pixabay.com/vectors/information-feedback-3011747/
● Quiz image: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Quiz_logo.jpg
● Heatimage:https://apopka-1x1yusplq.stackpathdns.com/wp-content/uploads/201
9/06/heat-stroke-770x514.jpg
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● Heat

image:

https://bebrainfit.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/hot-man-fan-720x480.jpg
● Thank

you:

https://www.sccpre.cat/mypng/detail/104-1041296_thank-you-for-listening-clipartthank-you-for.png
● Thank

you:

media.istockphoto.com/photos/thank-you-message-picture-id640177878?k=6&m
=640177878&s=612x612&w=0&h=H088ZB7hLMcZyfm_AbVpL1JG4CxgFtCZ67
gxyF_I6Ck=
● Ambulance:
https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQPZjQzCZPmRX-XfW
BvpjwLE8xnNj_XUGRVehNwMQ0JCETrl42XdQ
● Seizure:lh3.googleusercontent.com/klPPOrOIsY2jYoklFWlnUxjjsgjRJnbl7t1QoUu
eKYOmdGTUTEasLrL9lLU2GBZu8CRsmw=s113
● Emotions:
lh3.googleusercontent.com/Vg3TrmqkvafFaLq_Cog-nuCP7BcBt7qTBbkZfYs6ZlI
gR3UWxH4cKq1rQZtHbx3vzpkRmgw=s151
● Action:
lh3.googleusercontent.com/Bm-2DeO1PvM95ya3sFDZxA6FYqJCUXCX6R_KXC
Rza2_GjW2YpXC_JQzF7HSu5VKuWcZ4K1w=s119
● Don't:
lh3.googleusercontent.com/Ff_R8rqerYRtoGs-E1Qx-Fx2gI3KaC_hwWtd9qHc3c
nOUzCC_zA0Qbh6skt4P1QFtE4KUg=s85
● Put:lh3.googleusercontent.com/XcYxinOqv3MJa9FJedW5nr68TdKkGsAHgy__Z
ElqFS1ZRFCbYPrgqtKPn9lyI_6j54UkBA=s128
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